woman's refusal to hand over an object of great ethnographic interest, even for a sum of money. Integrated into a commercial circuit and producing Portuguese-style ceramics, the Indian women of Monte Alegre and Santarém appeared to fit well within the civilizing scheme introduced as part of the Pombaline reforms some thirty years earlier. But the persistence of distinctive cultural practices, no matter how much adapted in form, left the uncomfortable feeling that the Indians had something to say about the terms of their own transformation.
As in the case this episode, evidence of indigenous practices and actions often appears indirectly in colonial documents. Unlike other colonial experiences in the Americas, written and iconographic references to native peoples in Portuguese America are fragmentary at best, and frustratingly silent at worst. This situation has improved considerably in recent years, insofar as colonial archival sources have become increasingly visible and accessible, but especially because anthropologists and historians (to a lesser degree) have taken a much greater interest in indigenous history. Evidence of Indians' actions, reflections, and choices still come in shreds, but these shreds are growing in size, number, and density to the point where it is possible to piece together a much more nuanced picture of the varied ways in which native peoples faced the challenge of colonial rule. Indian voices are no longer so faint, as letters, trial depositions, petitions, wills, and other documents begin to amass. While these papers still present us with the issue of mediation, we no longer have to depend so much on narratives that were encapsulated and reproduced by missionaries, although such texts also may be read with fresh eyes. Finally, it should be mentioned that the recent boom in colonial documentation includes an interesting sort of subliterature dealing with issues of local Indian policy and confrontations. Closer to the ground than the lofty architects of royal legislation and plans for civilization, these often unpolished observers offer precious details concerning indigenous actors, whether in sporadic episodes or in broader, longer lasting social and religious movements.
Based in part on documentary research and in part on a discussion of recent contributions to the literature on Indians in colonial Brazil, this paper traces some of the ways in which scholars have treated the issue of resistance. One feature that the Brazilian case shares with other parts of the Americas is the terribly ambivalent meaning that resistance acquired in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The great Jesuit missionary and writer Antônio Vieira captured that ambivalency in one of his Rethinking Amerindian Resistance 3 diatribes against Indian slavery in Maranhão, when he contrasted the Indians' lack of resistance vis-à-vis epidemic disease, which severely depleted the population, with another kind of resistance, that is the facility with which the Indians would flee from plantations and mission villages. While the problem of population decline invites comparison with other parts of the Americas, another part of Vieira's observations points in a different direction: he explicitly compares Amerindian and African slavery, favoring the latter, a point that has not been lost by generations of historians who have focused much attention on African slavery, while ignoring the indigenous presence almost completely, as if the Amerindian population indeed had been totally wiped out. I will not treat the demographic question in any detail here, but it should be noted that disease and population decline played an important role in rearranging territorial configurations, identity claims, and power relations, with a bearing on conditions and strategies for contesting or rejecting colonial rule.
Another aspect of the paper worth mentioning at the outset is the constant interplay between trends and issues affecting the study of contemporary communities and similar processes taking place in the colonial period. The recent phenomenon often called "ethnogenesis" -one of the outcomes of identity politics and their impact on guarantees to land and other rights -has many important precursors in colonial times. Second, one recent trend in anthropological studies of myth and history within indigenous discourse has focused on the "domestication of the Other", which is part of a larger picture involving the ways in which indigenous peoples selectively process their relations with powerful outside forces, sometimes with "subversive" implications. For the colonial period, studies on indigenous views and uses of Catholicism -and of Calvinism, in the short period of Dutch occupation in the seventeenth century -have benefitted from this perspective. Third, issues emanating from different forms of indigenous participation in migratory movements, labor markets, urban life, the military, and other activities in which they usually do not appear as relevant, also form an important part of the colonial experience and raise questions as to the boundary between resistance and other actions or activities that include ethnic markers. Finally, the recent dynamization of Afro-Brazilian claims on quilombo territories, which often involve the use of strategies tried and tested by indigenous communities in their struggle for land, also invites scholars to look into the colonial past for clues on the historical relations between Africans and Indians, which often appear submerged in national narratives on slavery, mestiçagem, and social exclusion (NB: I will not present this part of the paper today).
Indigenous History and Resistance in Lowland (and Highland) South America
The problem of resistance in historical and ethnographic studies of indigenous peoples in Brazil has gained significant ground over the past 25 years, accompanying important changes in the ways Indians are perceived in the public sphere. For the better part of 500 years, the dominant discourse presented variations on the themes of destruction and disappearance, while a long sequence of colonial, imperial, and federal policy and legislation treated indigenous peoples as transitional entities, whose cultural distinctiveness fatally was to be lost in the processes of "civilization", "acculturation", or "assimilation". Although social thinkers and policy makers diverged on important issues regarding violence, expropriation, and humanitarian protection, all seemed to agree that the Indians would not survive in the long run.
Even social anthropologists, who encountered what they considered to be practically untouched primitive societies in remote areas of Central Brazil and the Amazon, tended to have a rather bleak outlook when considering the effects of "contact" with the outside world and with modernity. "Caught, like gamebirds in the trap of our mechanistic civilization", in the memorable phrase from Tristes Tropiques, indigenous peoples became the object of schizographic approaches, as anthropologists divided their time and writings between the scientific study of exotic social and symbolic universes, on the one hand, and the nostalgic and melancholic description of their destruction by the agents of "civilization".
While this dual character of anthropological fieldwork goes back at least as far as Curt Nimuendaju in the early twentieth century, by the 1940s perspectives on postcontact dilemmas came to occupy a large part of the anthropological agenda. Drawing inspiration from American cultural anthropology, acculturation studies provided a perspective on culture change directly associated with interethnic contact. But they also drew some criticism, mostly because they failed to recognize the problem of conflict (addressed by Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira) or because they failed to recognize the nefarious role of state policy in imposing certain kinds of transformation (addressed by Darcy Ribeiro). Perhaps more seriously for some ethnologists, acculturation studies showed little regard for indigenous perspectives, as their main focus was on the ways in which contact distorted or substracted from an original cultural integrity.
It was in this context that Florestan Fernandes contributed a pioneer analytical study of Amerindian resistance. Author of several studies on Tupinambá society, including a remarkable monograph on indigenous warfare, Fernandes adopted a structural-functionalist approach based on a systematic dissection of well-known historical texts, which had formed the base of Amerindian studies since the midnineteenth century. In an essay covering the state of the art of Brazilian ethnology, written in 1957, Fernandes asserted that in order to understand indigenous "reactions" to innovations imposed from the outside it was first necessary to perform a "rotation of perspective" and perceive these ethnographic situations from the vantage point of indigenous logics and logistics. In order to do so, ethnologists should continue to place a premium on studies that deliberately elide the contact situation in order to understand the social, political, and symbolic organization of indigenous societies in their own right. Shortly thereafter, Fernandes published his study of the "Tupi Reaction to Conquest", which also appeared with a rather more anodynous title (extirpating the term "conquest") in the first volume of the História Geral da Civilização Brasileira, where the Indians occupied their traditional position as "antecedents" to the history of Brazil. The "Tupi Reaction" drew not only from the historical evidence but also inferred a great deal from Fernandes's own theoretical model of Tupi social organization, warfare, and religion. The author classified resistance in two different types: outright rebellion, which was doomed to failure, since the Portuguese military reaction would lead to the disarticulation of Tupi social organization and equilibrium. The second type consisted of mass flight to areas set well away from the presence of Europeans, where it would be possible to restore the state of equilibrium necessary to reproduce and maintain a vigorous Tupi society, at least in the terms of Fernandes's model. This approach placed a premium on isolation and autonomy, as if the survival of Amerindian societies in Brazil depended on these conditions. Indeed, acculturation studies and state Indian policy also remained primarily interested in "isolated" societies, in order to accompany the process of transformation from totally isolated to fully integrated, which was the touchstone of official policy well into the 1980s. In his interesting study of Mapuche ethnogenesis in Chile, Guillaume Boccara traces the transformation of warfare from its precolonial form to the postcontact maloca, a raiding enterprise that sought to acquire European goods, which strengthened the role of chiefs who began to wield "a new type of power". This shift in warlike activities also involved constant attacks against indios amigos, that is, groups allied to the Spanish, who became an important source for horses. 13 Like many other groups in frontier situations throughout the Americas, the Mapuche "reinvented" themselves in a somewhat paradoxical manner, exploiting their peculiar relationship with the colonial sphere in order to remain effectively independent from colonial rule.
In Brazil, much has been written about Tupinambá warfare, but practically nothing about its transformation. Florestan Fernandes began to outline a study of the "social function of warfare" in the early colonial setting, but other priorities took precedence and the work never came to be developed more fully. the main objects of a cruel declaration of "just war" in 1562, leading to their relentless persecution by the Europeans and their indigenous allies. But as the Tupinambá began to "hide themselves in the woods and in the most impenetrable forests", this refuge served not only to escape from the Portuguese but also it afforded a space for the recreation of internal divisions. As the French missionary explained, the Tupinambá established several villages, "spreading themselves around and deriving their names from their places of residence, though maintaining the name Tupinambá, which serves to this day to qualify them". According to Abbeville, many of the older Indians still remembered their arrival in Maranhão, when a great celebration took place. The narrative continues:
What happened was that they all became inebriated and one woman clubbed a man in the middle of the celebration, which resulted in a great riot that divided and separated the whole group. Some took sides with the offended victim while others stayed with the woman and the disagreement was so great that they were no longer great friends and allies and became great enemies; since then they have been in a state of permanent warfare, calling each other tobajaras, which means great enemies, or better yet, according to the word's etymology: you are my enemy and I am yours.
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According to most amateur "Tupinologists", who prefer the spelling Tabajara, this term means "owners of the villages", which would lead us to believe that the Capuchin writer had made a mistake in his etymology. However, as in so many other cases in Brazilian history, this is an example of the linguistic corruption and resignification of a Tupi word that was much closer to Abbeville's definition. In effect, this term combined the locational adverb toway (or tobaí), which means "facing" or "in front of". Tupi specialist Teodoro Sampaio considered the combination tobaí+yara to mean "he who is facing, the neighbor in front". But he also added: "This also means competitor, rival, emulator; or a man's brother-in- allies in these costly battles, they rebelled and "decided to avenge the lives they had lost during this enterprise" by attacking the Dutch "by arrow and by sword". In spite of this about-face in the alliance, Vieira did not think any more highly of the Tobajara, considering them to be "the wild beasts that were raised and hidden in those hills". They became even "wilder" in Vieira's view following the expulsion of the Dutch in 1654, when Protestant Indian refugees from Pernambuco joined them. "With the arrival of these new guests", observed Vieira, "Ibiapaba truly became the Geneva of the Brazilian backlands".
27
About a half-century later, some of the Indians of Ibiapaba provided their own version of their trajectory, which adds a different fold to the understanding of their ethnogenesis. Curiously, in sending a demand to King João V, the petitioners did not refer to themselves explicitly as Tobajara but simply as "Indians". At the time they were living in a Jesuit mission, and the "Indians of the mission village in the Ibiapaba Hills" were experiencing hard times at that specific moment (around 1720), primarily because they had suffered many losses to warfare and disease, but also because the other side", thus something closer to "enemy". The Brazilian edition of Abbeville's narrative takes the liberty of spelling the term Tabajara, whereas it appears as Tobaiares in the original French edition. mission had received many new residents, mostly Tapuia survivors from the wars that had been raging throughout the northeast since the 1680s. In requesting lands and special privileges for their chiefs, they reviewed their postcontact history in an interesting manner. They reminded the crown that "long ago" their ancestors had left Bahia, which corresponds to Abbeville's information but which was elided by Vieira.
Their initial migration had been accompanied by "two other chiefs with numerous followers, who became separated after crossing the São Francisco River, and they disappeared into the Araripe Hills where they have hidden for over one hundred years, and they may be more than four thousand souls". But this rebellious past was [that is], Father, how can you be unarmed in these time of war and siege?" 37 In fact,
the Jesuits felt that they were well armed, with the word of God. They were, after all, the Soldiers of Christ and this military equivalency did not go unnoticed by the Indians. A few years earlier, in a letter sent by Diego Topinambá Peribira Mongetá Quatiá (probably a composite name disguising the true author of the letter, Jesuit
Francisco Pires) to the Jesuit college of Coimbra, narrating "a pilgrimage to the interior, to where we set out armed with Christ's cross and his words".
38
According to these descriptions, the Jesuits met enthusiastic response from the Indians in the elaborate rituals they prepared, especially when they celebrated certain saints or when they conducted theater performances. The celebration of endoenças (Holy Thursday) was conducted in both Portuguese and Tupi: "because there were many whites present, the mandato [ablution ceremony] was given in Portuguese, and the passion in the native tongue, which caused great devotion and brought tears to the 34 Almeida, Metamorfoses Indígenas, For an outstanding study from this perspective, see Pompa, Religião como Tradução, This period is well studied by Charlotte Castelnau-L'Estoile, Les Ouvriers d'une Vigne Stérile: les jésuites et la conversion des Indiens au Brésil, 1580 -1620 (Paris and Lisbon: Centre Culturel Calouste Gulbenkian/CNCDP, 2000 .
Indians". Tupi constituted the main language in devotional performances, but it was not exclusive, since the Jesuits also taught Portuguese, Latin and even Spanish to the curumins, or Indian boys. In another ceremony in the same mission of Espírito Santo, "the Indians performed a dialogue in the Brazilian [Tupi] language, Portuguese, and Castillian, and they are very graceful in speaking peregrine languages, especially Castillian".
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While these accounts certainly tell us more about Jesuit strategies and intentions than about indigenous response, they do provide some clue as to how mission Indians forged a unique space of their own within the colonial project. The celebrations that were organized to receive the Jesuit authorities also included the performance of native traditions, such as the ritual sweeping of the visitor's path and the welcome of tears. As they approached the Espírito Santo mission, Indian flute players met Visitor Gouveia's entourage. "The Indian boys", wrote Cardim, "hidden in the fresh forest, chanted several devotional hymns as we dined, which caused great devotion in the midst of those woods, especially along with the play just written to receive the Visitor, their new shepherd". Cardim's description suggests that the mission Indians performed these reception rituals in such a way as to prove their Christian devotion without abandoning their own traditions, which gained new characteristics on each new occasion. This was surprising to the Jesuit: "Everything brought out devotion under those forests, in these strange lands, even more so because such ceremonies were not expected of such barbarous peoples". Indeed, the "Epistolar Narrative" recounts episodes that revealed the hybrid character of these celebrations, as there was a clear effort to integrate the new religious activities into pre-Christian patterns. "The curumins, or boys, their bows and arrows raised, shouted out their war cry, and painted in various tones, naked, they advanced with their hands raised to received the father's blessing, saying in Portuguese 'Jesus Christ be blessed'". Even the devil proved to be an indispensable figure in the celebrations and in the theater performances in these missions. Cardim described one such celebration, remarking that "an anhangá, or devil, did not fail to appear, as he emerged from behind the trees; this was the Indian Ambrósio Pires, who had gone to Lisbon with Father Rodrigo de attractiveness, expressions and caginess; they always put some devil in all their festivities, if these are to be well celebrated".
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In short, sacred music, instructional dialogues, and carefully staged rituals were an important part of the lives of mission Indians. However, according to Cardim and with the disapproval of many priests, this did not mean the end of native chants and rites that they so diligently tried to extirpate. Following one of the devotional ceremonies described in the Epistolar Narrative, the Indians carried on the festivities on their own, to the rhythm of "gourds filled with stones (not unlike Portuguese boys with their tambourines)" and choreographed so "that they never miss a step, and stamp on the ground together in such a way that they make the earth shake".
Notwithstanding his attempt to relativize the scene through metropolitan analogies, Cardim in effect had witnessed a ritual to the sound of the maracá, reminiscing the glories of past warfare and vengeance. "I could not understand what they were chanting", confessed Cardim, "but some of the priests told me that they were singing in verse about the deeds and deaths their ancestors perpetrated".
41 On another such occasion, "the procession was filled with devotion, with many torches and bonfires, and many of the Indians had to be disciplined, since they go at one another in a cruel manner, and this they hold not only to be a virtue, but they also consider it to be an act of bravery to take blood and become abaetê, that is, valiant". a History of Portuguese America, published in 1730, expressed this view in a chapter on the Portuguese occupation of the sertão in Pernambuco, where he pointed that the landowners who had received grants measured in leagues, had to conquer that territory palm by palm, so great was the resistance put up by the barbarous heathen. 45 The flip side of this image involved Indians who collaborated with colonial projects.
An interesting portrayal of this second stereotype can be found in an anonymous, mid-eighteenth century document, listing 25 examples of "Famous Indians in Arms who contributed to the temporal and spiritual conquest of this State of Brazil".
Headed by Dom Felipe Camarão, the list includes several leaders who, according to the author, dispel certain current notions about the Indian's supposed incapacity to act politically. "From these and other similar cases", argued the anonymous writer, "clearly we can infer that the Indians of our Lusitanian America are not as limited, crude, and undisciplined as ordinarily portrayed, where they are treated more like irrational wild beasts and brutes than as men capable of reason". 46 Among others, the author singled out "Pindobuçu, magnanimous, intrepid and brave who, wielding a wooden sword, threatened his own in order to maintain peace with the Portuguese and the favor of the Jesuit priests". He also mentioned "Garcia de Sá, another famous preacher of the Faith, whose spirit resembled that of the Apostle of the Gentiles". Or yet another Indian preacher: "The celebrated Jacaranha, great friend of the missionaries who dressed in a long blue habit with a red cross embroidered on his breast". In addition to their assistance in the conversion field, the author also described the participation of Indians in other colonial activities, as in the dislocation of indigenous populations from the remote hinterland to the colonial settlements. For example, "the famous Indian Arco Verde (Green Bow), who proved so zealous in his faith that he traveled 400 leagues into the wilderness in search of his kinsmen in order to bring them under the control of the Church and the priests, with little fear of his enemies, whom he defeated, placing them in retreat and killing many". As the Indians covered the beach with letters, the written word, not unlike the wooden sword, became another alternative from which indigenous leaders could choose. While the myth presented at the beginning of this section appears to dislocate the critical action deciding the group's fate to a remote past, the content of the narrative referred explicitly to the contemporary situation experienced by the Tupinambá. Japiaçu knew very well who his interlocutors were. After all, the bearded prophets had returned, presenting new choices that were as challenging as the one presented to their ancestral father. It was at this crossroads, where tradition and innovation met face to face, that the history of the Indians was forged -and continues to be forged today -against the strong current of colonial expansion. **Include section on Indian-African relations.
Conclusions (**to be further elaborated)
Breakdown of the binomial construct of resistance and collaboration, a politically sensitive issue for the indigenous movement. Interesting debates over images: which Indian leader should stand? Ajuricaba and Cunhambebe.
Whose history, what history? Gap between scholarly production and demands of indigenous movement and indigenous schools.
